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This issue of the Journal features studies dealing with topical issues in various 
fields of Contemporary Bulgarian – grammar, pragmatics, lexicology, termi-
nology and sociolinguistics. Viara Maldzhieva’s paper The Principles of Formal 
Description of Polysegmental Linguistic Units in Bulgarian Normative Gram-
mar falls into the field of formal linguistic description. On the basis of morpho-
logical analysis of polysegmental linguistic units (PLU), the author elaborates a 
classification of PLUs into paradigmatic types and proceeds to determine their 
syntactic characteristics which capture connotative, selectional and positional 
features. 
Nikolay Paskalev proposes a systematic account of typical Bulgarian replies to 
compliments from a linguistic pragmatic perspective. As a result, a picture 
emerges of Bulgarian communicative norms that govern replies to compliments; 
the norms manifest a surprising variety both in terms of the addressee’s verbal 
strategy and the level of linguistic realisation. 
Ekaterina Petkova’s paper in terminology titled Terms from Natural Sciences 
with Designations Formed by Third Degree of Terminologisation interprets ter-
minologisation patterns and studies terms formed by third degree termino-
logisation where the general lexis component and the term denote different 
concepts. The studied material is drawn from the natural sciences. 
In her study into Bulgarian grammar titled The Past Passive Participle – a 
Noun Predicative or An Indicator for the Passive Voice? Teodora Rabovyanova 
discusses the theoretical foundations for the distinction between the usage of the 
past passive participle as part of compound nominal predicates and as passive 
voice marker. The author proposes a set of theoretically substantiated criteria 
for differentiating between the cases of grammatical homonymy. 
Vanina Sumrova’s paper This-masc GP, this-fem GP, this-neut GP, or on 
Gender Vacillation in Loanwords in Bulgarian addresses a yet unsettled gram-
mar issue concerning gender agreement and the lexicographic description of so-
me loanwords which exhibit gender vacillation. 
The studies featured in this issue of the Journal attest to Bulgarian linguists’ 
commitment to an adequate description of linguistic phenomena through har-
nessing the explanatory capacity of contemporary linguistic theories. 
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